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Introduction

� In most countries in the world, including in developed markets, securing land for 

large projects is a time-consuming process which involves lengthy negotiations with 

affected communities. 

� In addition, in countries like Sierra Leone (and most countries in Africa), the rules 

governing land follow traditional patterns, adding a layer of complication to external 

investors who are not familiar with the local customs in any given context

� The present document was developed by SLIEPA in conjunction with its partner 

Ministries within the Government of Sierra Leone to help new investors navigate 

through the land acquisition process in Sierra Leonethrough the land acquisition process in Sierra Leone

� It is in line with existing Sierra Leone law and applicable policies at the time of 

publication, and draws heavily on emerging good practice by recent agricultural 

investors in Sierra Leone (Addax, Quiffel)

� In addition, the process outlined in this document includes the views of local 

communities at a potential new agricultural sites in the Pujehun District, expressed 

during a series of workshops held in November 20091

� A draft template lease agreement and other useful documents are included in annex, 

in line with this recommended process
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1: Chiefs, land owners, farmers’ organizations, councilors and farmers were consulted in three locations:

•Pujehun Town (for Kpanga Kabonde and Kpanga Krim Chiefdoms)

•Kadayma Station (for Gallinas Perri Chiefdom)

•Massam (for Kpaka Chiefdom)



Customary land context in Sierra Leone

� Nearly all of the estimated 5.4 million hectares of land suitable for agriculture in 

Sierra Leone is in the “Provinces” is managed under customary rules, comprising of:

� Communal ownership with family (ancestral landholding families)

� Individual rights of occupation under the supervision of lineage elders (settlers)

� The Chiefdom Council, headed by the Paramount Chief, is regarded as the custodian 

of the land on behalf of the entire Chiefdom but decisions regarding land are taken 

in consultation with heads of the various land owning families. 

� Land is considered a heritage, to be preserved and handed down to future 

generations.  It therefore cannot be “sold”, only transferred, and individual members generations.  It therefore cannot be “sold”, only transferred, and individual members 

of the landowning families have an inherent right to the occupation and use of any 

part of the family land.

� “Non-natives” are people or organizations not entitled by birth to rights to land in 

the Provinces, including Sierra Leoneans from the Western Area, all corporations and 

associations, and foreigners, but excluding the Central Government of Sierra Leone.

� This introduction focuses on the acquisition by non-natives of provincial lands under 

customary tenure, a situation faced by agribusiness companies in Sierra Leone.

Agricultural land in Sierra Leone is held under strict but clear customary rules, 

acknowledged by the formal statutory laws3



Legal framework for provincial land acquisition

� Two pieces of legislation govern the acquisition of provincial lands: 

1. The Concessions Act of 1931, Cap 121

� Regulates the rights in land which natives can grant to non-natives by way of 

concession for mining or agricultural purposes

� Concessions can be granted for up to 99 years and cover 1,000 acres and above

� The Concessions Act is not currently used in practice due to the complexity of its 

implementation:

� Concessions above 5,000 acres must be approved by the President and ratified 

by parliament

The Provinces Land Act Cap 122 provides the  basis for  new land acquisitions

by parliament

� Concessions must be validated by a concessions court which was never set up

2. The Provinces Land Act of 1927, Cap 122 

� This is the operational law for land acquisition and establishes conditions for 

allocation of lands to “non-natives” in the provincial areas of Sierra Leone

� It establishes that all land leases to “non-natives” must have the consent of the 

Chiefdom Council headed by the Paramount Chief of the area

� It fixes the maximum term of any approved lease to a non-native to 50 years, with 

possibility of 21 year renewal.  
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Main actors involved in provincial land acquisition

Central Government

District Councils

� Under the Provinces Land Act, the President (formerly Governor) has significant  

powers to negotiate land lease terms (Cap 122, Section 16)

� Classifies as “native” under the Provinces Land Act and can acquire land

� Desirability of land acquisition by Government and transfer to investors is unclear

� Decentralized level of the Central Government, they administer each of the 12 

districts in the Provinces and oversee Chiefdom councils in delegated tasks

� Composed of elected councilors and the relevant Paramount Chiefs

� The Chief Administrative Officer must approve to any lease granted under Cap 122 

or it remains a simple yearly tenancy

Chiefdom Councils

Land Owners

or it remains a simple yearly tenancy

� Highest tribal authority, Chiefdom Councils govern each of the 149 Chiefdoms 

forming the districts. They are each headed by a Paramount Chief elected for life

� Chiefdoms are divided into sections, villages, village sections, and family holdings

� Being the custodian of the land, the Chiefdom Council must consent to any lease 

granted under Cap 122 

� Landowners are the autochthones or the founders of the communities, composed of 

relatively few families in each chiefdom

� Not formally considered as key players under Cap 122, probably due to explicit 

delegation to Chiefdom Councils

� It is becoming common good practice to involve landowners throughout the process, 

from identification of boundaries through to negotiation of lease terms
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Emerging best practice land acquisition in Sierra Leone

� Based on the context presented so far, the process used by some recent companies 

looking to secure large areas of agricultural land is emerging as best practice in Sierra 

Leone

� A generic process is distilled over the next few slides along the basic steps outlined 

below

1. Get started: create a local presence

2. Locate the land to establish your plantation

3. Demarcate your land

Strong engagement at the Chiefdom level is key, paying special attention to 

land owners

3. Demarcate your land

4. Conduct Environmental Impact Assessment

5. Negotiate the terms of the lease with Chiefdom Councils and Landowners

� The process presented involves the careful engagement of grassroots stakeholders, 

paying particular attention to the role of landowners, in keep with customary rules
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1. Get started: create a local presence

� Introduce yourself to the Government via the Sierra Leone Investment and Export 

Promotion Agency (SLIEPA) and possibly your nation’s embassy. 

� Engage with an agent, facilitator, or joint venture partner, familiar with national and 

local-level stakeholders, to support the land acquisition process. SLIEPA may help 

with the identification of such individuals depending on the profile required

� Working through your local agent, facilitator or joint venture partner, create a local 

subsidiary company. Investors must take the following steps to register their 

businesses locally and the process takes about 3 days. businesses locally and the process takes about 3 days. 

� Check the uniqueness of the company name and get a company registration form 

at the Office of the Administrator and Registrar General  (OARG)

� Prepare  the Company’s Memorandum and Articles of Association (optional 

standard templates are available at OARG)

� Submit the completed documents to the OARG officer

� Obtain Tax clearance with the National Revenue Authority

� Request a Business license with the relevant Municipality

� Register with the Ministry of Labor and Social Security

� Make a company seal
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2. Locate the land to establish a plantation

� Identification criteria typically include site accessibility, crop-specific biophysical 

requirements, water availability, competing pressures on the land, and presence of 

high conservation value sites. 

� Option 1: use an area pre-identified by SLIEPA 

� With a focus on key target sectors sugar and oil palm, SLIEPA has started 

identifying zones that may accommodate a large project (10,000+ hectares)

� A shortlist of potential oil palm and sugar sites is available and SLIEPA can help 

facilitate field visits

� Option 2: identify a new area

� A compilation of available maps and data is available at SLIEPA that can be checked 

against the project-specific site selection criteria mentioned above

� Identify existing leaseholds/projects in the area that may compete for the same 

resources (possible sources: MAFFS, MLCPE, SL Roads Authority)

� Conduct field visits to corroborate preliminary information and start informing and 

sensitizing the communities as to the proposed use of the land under the project. 

Primary targets should be the land owners, but relevant Paramount Chiefs and 

chiefdom councilors must be involved

� Conduct preliminary soil and land use surveys
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3. Demarcate the land identified

� Under the guidance of the land owners trace out the boundaries of the total land to 

be included in the lease, i.e. the “gross area”

� Report the area as described by the landowners to the Paramount Chief and seek 

joint permission (Chief and landowners) for a boundary survey

� Commission a boundary survey using GPS equipment by which the gross area can be 

demarcated

� Together with the Chief and his councilors, conduct more detailed soil and land use 

surveys to carve out the following from the gross area (cf. equator principles, RSPO)surveys to carve out the following from the gross area (cf. equator principles, RSPO)

� Areas that are unsuitable for cultivation

� Settlements

� Subsistence food production areas (including necessary  fallow lands)

� High conservation value sites

� Buffer zones

� The resulting “net area” will be the object of the lease negotiation
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4. Conduct Environmental, Social and Health Impact Assessment

� Engage internationally recognized independent consultants to conduct 

Environmental, Social and Health Impact Assessment (ESHIA) 

� Fully disclose the results to all stakeholders, especially the local communities. 

� Secure the free, prior, informed consent of affected communities, not limited to only 

Chiefs or other representatives

� “free”: free of external manipulation, interference or coercion, and intimidation

� “prior”: timely disclosure of information

� “informed”: relevant, understandable and accessible information� “informed”: relevant, understandable and accessible information

� The investor will tailor its consultation process to the language preferences of the 

affected communities, their decision-making processes, and the needs of 

disadvantaged or vulnerable groups (Equator Principles)
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5. Negotiate the terms of the lease

� Engage a legal counsel to prepare a draft lease agreement with the counsel 

representing the land owners (a model lease agreement is available in annex)

� The policy in force1 recommends a price of 12 US$ per hectare, which the law (Cap 

122) requires investors to pay directly to the District Council, then responsible for 

further distribution. Publication and broadcasting through local media of any 

payments and contributions foster accountability among communities and their 

leaders and representatives

� Apart from the obvious contractual elements to be covered by the lease (see 

checklist in annex), some additional elements should be considered for inclusion:checklist in annex), some additional elements should be considered for inclusion:

� Supplementary agreement with landowners: for cases where the land in question 

includes either family- or individually-owned land, additional contributions (cash 

or in-kind) can be addressed to land owners directly. 

� Social investments:  corporate social contributions are expected, which will vary by 

the existing conditions of the locality and by the recognition by the investor of the 

value of both reliable infrastructure and the need for good long-term community 

relations. This may include a share of profit or “royalties”

� An option clause may be negotiated allowing parts of the land to be surrendered  

within 3-5 years (and rents decreased accordingly)
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1: “Investment Policies and Incentives for Private Sector Promotion in Agriculture in Sierra Leone” (January 2009 cabinet resolution). This also provides the currently 

used distribution formula: 50% landowners, 20% Chiefdom Council, 20% District Council, 10% to Central Government, replacing the earlier practice of 3 equal 

portions among Landowners, Chiefdom Council, and District Council.



Please contact:

� Patrick Caulker

CEO

Sierra Leone Investment and Export Promotion Agency (SLIEPA)

� Email: pcaulker@sliepa.org

For further information:

� Email: pcaulker@sliepa.org

� Cell: +232 76 333 111
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Annexes

� The following annexes, inspired by real examples in Sierra Leone and in line with  the 

existing legal and policy framework at the time of publication, are designed to serve 

as practical guidance for investors

� Lease agreement checklist: lists basic elements to be captured as part of the land 

acquisition process for the lease document 

� Template lease agreement: this template reflects the model process outlined in 

this document, in particular with reference to the inclusion of landowners as co-

lessors, and supplemental provisions described under step 5

� Model side agreement with land owners: as per proposed model process, this � Model side agreement with land owners: as per proposed model process, this 

serves to reflect a supplementary consideration to land owners, in addition to the 

normal rent payments

� Text versions of these annexes can be obtained from SLIEPA

Disclaimer

The use of the documents provided by SLIEPA does not secure or guarantee in any way 

the successful outcome of any land acquisition process
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Lease agreement checklist

The lease agreement should indicate:

�Designated lessors including both the Chiefdom Council [by law] and representatives of the landowning families concerned by the

lease.

�Landowner representatives certify their entitlement and authorization to sign the lease on behalf of all beneficiary family members

�Purpose of the lease [type of economic activity] to be specified

�Chief Administrative Officer of the District Council gives approval

�Parcel[s] of land to be leased specified

�Lease term is specified [up to 50 years with an option to renew once for 21 years]

�Rent per hectare is specified; it may be:

o on a sliding scale to reflect maturation of the trees (for perennials like oil palm),

o on the entire area or only the part actually cultivated, and

o must by law be subject to revision every seven yearso must by law be subject to revision every seven years

�Some part of the land originally leased may be surrendered back to the lessors before the end of the lease term if it is not required by

the lessee

�Additional payments beyond the basic rent are possibly necessary and probably desirable to negotiate. These might include:

o a supplementary per-hectare payment to landowners whose land is being cultivated or otherwise used by the investor

o a contribution to the community’s “social fund” for social infrastructure

o direct provision of social infrastructure

o a share of profits or of revenue (“royalty”)

�There may be pledges (with or without legal guarantees) to hire local labour to the extent possible and/or to source from smallholder

farmers locally (outgrowers)

�A negotiable series of landlord-tenant provisions from common or statutory law concerning

o assignment or sublease

o maintenance of the property

o insurance against risks

o peaceful and quiet possession and use

o renewal

o disputes and their resolution14



Template lease agreement (1)
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Template lease agreement (2)
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Template lease agreement (3)
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Template lease agreement (4)
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Template lease agreement (5)
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Template lease agreement (6)
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Template lease agreement (7)
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Model side agreement with land owners (1)
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Model side agreement with land owners (2)
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